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Toxic protein conformational transition and aggregation as a therapeutic target for the polyglutamine 

neurodegenerative diseases. 

 Abnormal aggregation and deposition of misfolded proteins in the brain have been recognized as a common 

molecular pathogenesis of various neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and 

the polyglutamine (polyQ) diseases, which are classified as the conformational diseases. The polyQ diseases, including 

Huntington’s disease and spinocerebellar ataxias, are caused by an abnormal expansion of the polyQ stretch (>35-40) 

within various disease-causative proteins, which triggers misfolding and aggregation of these proteins, eventually leading 

to neurodegeneration.  

 We performed structural analyses of the polyQ protein during the aggregation process, and found that the expanded 

polyQ protein undergoes a conformational transition to a β-sheet dominant structure in the monomeric state, which 

precedes its assembly into insoluble amyloid-like fibrillar aggregates
1)

. We further revealed that the soluble β-sheet 

monomer of the expanded polyQ protein triggers cytotoxicity
1)

. From a therapeutic point of view, we showed that QBP1 

(SNWKWWPGIFD), a peptide that preferentially binds to the expanded polyQ stretch
2)

, prevents the toxic β-sheet 

transition and aggregation of the expanded polyQ protein in vitro, and suppresses polyQ-induced neurodegeneration in 

Drosophila
3)

. We also demonstrated that genetic expression and pharmacological induction of molecular chaperones 

suppress polyQ-induced neurodegeneration in Drosophila and mouse models
4)

. Finally, we demonstrated protective roles 

of selective degradation of the expanded polyQ protein on polyQ disease Drosophila and mouse models
5)

. We therefore 

conclude that protein misfolding and aggregation are promising therapeutic targets not only for the polyQ diseases, but 

also for other conformational neurodegenerative diseases. 
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